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(54) SEGMENTED TRACEROUTE FOR SEGMENT ROUTING TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

(57) Techniques are described for selectively pinging
certain devices along a segment routing label switched
path (LSP) to detect failures in the segment routing LSP.
For example, an ingress device comprises one or more
processors operably coupled to a memory that are con-
figured to: in response to a request to verify connectivity
of a segment routing LSP, configure a FEC stack spec-
ifying a stack of segment routing labels for the segment
routing LSP; for each of the one or more devices identified

from the FEC stack: generate a respective MPLS con-
nectivity request packet for a respective device identified
from an outermost FEC of the FEC stack; send the MPLS
connectivity request packet to the respective device; re-
ceive an MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies
connectivity of the respective device; and in response,
update the FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC
of the FEC stack that identifies the respective device.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to computer net-
works and, more particularly, to software utilities for de-
termining the status of computer network connections.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A computer network is a collection of intercon-
nected computing devices that can exchange data and
share resources. In a packet-based network, such as the
Internet, the computing devices communicate data by
dividing the data into small blocks called packets, which
are individually routed across the network from a source
device to a destination device. The destination device
extracts the data from the packets and assembles the
data into its original form.
[0003] Certain devices (i.e., nodes), such as routers,
maintain routing information that describes routes
through the network. A "route" can generally be defined
as a path between two locations on the network. Upon
receiving an incoming packet, the router examines infor-
mation within the packet to identify the destination for the
packet. Based on the destination, the router forwards the
packet in accordance with the routing information.
[0004] Packet-based networks increasingly utilize la-
bel switching protocols for traffic engineering and other
purposes. Multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) is a
mechanism used to engineer traffic patterns within Inter-
net protocol (IP) networks according to the routing infor-
mation maintained by the routers in the networks. By uti-
lizing MPLS protocols, label switching routers (LSRs) can
forward traffic along a particular path, i.e., a label
switched path (LSP), through a network to a destination
device using labels prepended to the traffic. An LSP de-
fines a distinct path through the network to carry MPLS
packets from the source device to a destination device.
Routers may employ segment routing techniques, such
as by using a Source Packet Routing in Networking
(SPRING) paradigm, to advertise network segments be-
tween nodes using an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP)
and build single or multi-hop tunnels within an IGP do-
main. To perform segment routing, an ingress router
adds one or more labels in a label stack, e.g., a segment
list, to a packet, and intermediate routers along the path
remove labels from the label stack applied to the packet
as the packet is forwarded through the network.
[0005] Various software utilities exist for identifying
failed connectivity between two nodes of a network and
for exploring network topology. One such utility, referred
to as an LSP ping mechanism, is used to detect data
plane failures in MPLS LSPs. LSP ping mechanism may
include two modes: a ping mode for testing end-to-end
connectivity of an LSP, and a traceroute mode for per-
forming fault isolation. In the ping mode, an ingress router
of an LSP tests connectivity to a remote device by send-

ing an MPLS echo request packet to test the status of
connectivity to the egress router of the LSP. If an MPLS
echo reply packet is not received within a defined time
period, connectivity to the egress router along the LSP
is assumed to be down. In traceroute mode, the ingress
router identifies a location of a fault in the LSP by tracing
an MPLS echo request packet’s path from the ingress
router to the egress router. For example, the MPLS echo
request packet is typically sent to the control plane of
each transit router, which performs various checks that
it is a transit router for the LSP. Each of the transit routers
may return an MPLS echo reply indicating the functional
connectivity of the LSP. If an MPLS echo reply packet is
not received within a defined time period (e.g., a Time to
Live (TTL) value), connectivity to the egress router along
the LSP is assumed to be down.

SUMMARY

[0006] The present invention is defined in the append-
ed independent claims. Additional features are set out in
the appended dependent claims. Any embodiments or
examples of the following description which are not within
the scope of the appended claims are provided for con-
text and illustrative purposes. In general, this disclosure
describes techniques for an ingress device, e.g., router,
configured to selectively ping certain devices along a
segment routing label switched path (LSP) to detect fail-
ures (e.g., data plane failures) in the segment routing
LSP. For example, a network may be configured to es-
tablish a segment routing LSP through the network from
an ingress device to an egress device. In segment rout-
ing, when the ingress router receives a packet, the in-
gress router typically assigns the packet to a forwarding
equivalence class (FEC), encapsulates the packet with
a segment routing label stack associated with the FEC,
and forwards the packet on the segment routing LSP
according to the segment routing label stack. An LSP
ping mechanism may then be used within the network to
test whether packets that belong to a particular FEC are
actually transported to the egress router for the LSP as-
sociated with the FEC. In accordance with the techniques
described herein, the ingress router operates according
to an enhanced LSP ping mechanism that selectively
pings certain devices along the segment LSP such that
the ingress router receives a response from only the de-
vices identified from the FEC stack rather than from each
routing device positioned along the path taken by the
segment routing LSP.
[0007] In one example, the ingress router or other de-
vice is configured to operate according to the techniques
described herein to iteratively send an MPLS echo re-
quest packet to each router identified from a forwarding
equivalence class (FEC) stack configured from the seg-
ment routing label stack rather than necessarily sending
an MPLS echo request packet to every next hop router
along the path, which may include intermediate routers
or other network devices not participating in the particular
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segment routing LSP, i.e., network devices not identified
in the segment routing label stack. The FEC stack in seg-
ment routing identifies one or more devices (e.g., seg-
ment endpoints) of participating routers and, as further
described herein, may be used to identify the particular
routers to verify along the path traversed by the segment
routing LSP.
[0008] The ingress router selectively pings the partic-
ular segment routers by generating a Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) connectivity request packet (e.g.,
MPLS echo request packet also referred to as an MPLS
ping) including the FEC stack and a label stack to steer
the MPLS echo request packet to a selected device iden-
tified from outermost FEC of the FEC stack for the seg-
ment routing LSP. The ingress router sends the MPLS
echo request packet to the corresponding device and
awaits an MPLS connectivity response packet (e.g.,
MPLS echo reply packet) from the respective device that
verifies connectivity of the respective device for the seg-
ment routing LSP. In response to receiving the MPLS
echo reply packet, the ingress router updates the FEC
stack by removing the outermost FEC from the FEC stack
and determines whether the updated FEC stack is empty.
If the FEC stack is not empty, the ingress device sends
a subsequent MPLS echo request packet including the
updated FEC stack, and a label stack to steer the MPLS
echo request packet to a respective device identified from
the outermost FEC of the updated FEC stack. The in-
gress router repeats the process for each of the devices
identified from the FEC stack until the FEC stack is empty.
In this way, the ingress device (or other device) may se-
lectively ping the devices operating as segment routers
along a specific segment routing LSP without having to
ping each next hop router along the path traversed by
the segment routing LSP.
[0009] The techniques described in this disclosure
may provide one or more technical advantages that re-
alize a practical application. For example, by selectively
pinging certain devices identified in a segment routing
label stack, the ingress router receives responses only
from the devices identified in the segment routing label
stack, which reduces the load of the network, particularly
in networks of large scale.
[0010] In one example, this disclosure is directed to a
method comprising in response to a request to verify con-
nectivity of a segment routing label switched path (LSP),
configuring, by an ingress device of the segment routing
LSP, a forwarding equivalence class (FEC) stack spec-
ifying a stack of segment routing labels for the segment
routing LSP, wherein the FEC stack comprises informa-
tion identifying one or more devices operating as seg-
ment endpoints along the segment routing LSP to be
validated; and for each of the one or more devices iden-
tified from the FEC stack: generating, by the ingress de-
vice, a respective Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
connectivity request packet for a respective device of the
one or more devices, wherein the respective device is
identified from an outermost FEC of the FEC stack; send-

ing, by the ingress device, the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device; receiving, by the ingress
device and from the respective device, an MPLS con-
nectivity response packet that verifies connectivity of the
respective device for the segment routing LSP; and in
response to receiving the MPLS connectivity response
packet, updating, by the ingress device, the FEC stack
by removing the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the respective device.
[0011] In another example, this disclosure is directed
to an ingress device of a segment routing label switched
path (LSP) comprising: one or more processors operably
coupled to a memory, wherein the one or more proces-
sors are configured to: in response to a request to verify
connectivity of the segment routing LSP, configure a for-
warding equivalence class (FEC) stack specifying a stack
of segment routing labels for the segment routing LSP,
wherein the FEC stack comprises information identifying
one or more devices operating as segment endpoints
along the segment routing LSP; and for each of the one
or more devices identified from the FEC stack: generate
a respective Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) con-
nectivity request packet for a respective device of the
one or more devices, wherein the respective device is
identified from an outermost FEC of the FEC stack; send
the MPLS connectivity request packet to the respective
device; receive, from the respective device, an MPLS
connectivity response packet that verifies connectivity of
the respective device for the segment routing LSP; and
in response to receiving the MPLS connectivity response
packet, update the FEC stack by removing the outermost
FEC of the FEC stack that identifies the respective de-
vice.
[0012] In another example, this disclosure is directed
to a transitory or non-transitory computer-readable me-
dium comprising instructions for causing one or more pro-
grammable processors of an ingress device to: in re-
sponse to a request to verify connectivity of a segment
routing label switched path (LSP), configure a forwarding
equivalence class (FEC) stack specifying a stack of seg-
ment routing labels for the segment routing LSP, wherein
the FEC stack comprises information identifying one or
more devices operating as segment endpoints along the
segment routing LSP; and for each of the one or more
devices identified from the FEC stack: generate a respec-
tive Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) connectivity
request packet for a respective device of the one or more
devices, wherein the respective device is identified from
an outermost FEC of the FEC stack; send the MPLS con-
nectivity request packet to the respective device; receive,
from the respective device, an MPLS connectivity re-
sponse packet that verifies connectivity of the respective
device for the segment routing LSP; and in response to
receiving the MPLS connectivity response packet, up-
date the FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC of
the FEC stack that identifies the respective device.
[0013] The details of one or more examples are set
forth in the accompanying drawings and the description
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below. Other features, objects, and advantages will be
apparent from the description and drawings, and from
the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0014]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example net-
work in which an ingress device selectively pings
certain devices along a segment routing label
switched path to detect failures in the segment rout-
ing label switched path, in accordance with the tech-
niques described in this disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating another example
network in which an ingress device selectively pings
certain devices along a segment routing label
switched path to detect failures in the segment rout-
ing label switched path, in accordance with the tech-
niques described in this disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating another example
network in which an ingress device selectively pings
certain devices along a segment routing label
switched path to detect failures in the segment rout-
ing label switched path, in accordance with the tech-
niques described in this disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example of
a network device, such as ingress router of FIG. 1,
in accordance with the techniques described herein.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example operation
of network, in accordance with the techniques de-
scribed in this disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network, in which an ingress device selectively pings cer-
tain devices along a segment routing label switched path
(LSP) to detect failures (e.g., data plane failures) in the
segment routing LSP, in accordance with the techniques
described in this disclosure.
[0016] In the example of FIG. 1, network 2 includes a
set of network devices, e.g., routers 12A-12G (collective-
ly, "routers 12"), under common administrative control
and that share a common routing protocol, such as an
Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) area or domain. Example
IGPs include Intermediate System-Intermediate System
(IS-IS) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). In the il-
lustrated example of FIG. 1, router 12A is an ingress rout-
er to the IGP domain and router 12G is an egress router
to the IGP domain. Routers 12B-12F operate as transit
routers to forward traffic within the IGP domain. While
described with respect to a router, the techniques may
be implemented by any other type of network device hav-
ing routing functionality, and need not necessarily be a
dedicated routing device.
[0017] The sources of the network traffic received by
ingress router 12A may comprise one or more devices

(not shown) and/or any public or private network or the
Internet that provides traffic to ingress router 12A in net-
work 2. Furthermore, router 12G may, in this example,
serve as an egress router of the IGP domain. The desti-
nations of the network traffic being forwarded on LSPs
may comprise one or more destination devices and/or
network that may include local area networks (LANs) or
wide area networks (WANs) that comprise a plurality of
devices. For example, destination devices may include
personal computers, laptops, workstations, personal dig-
ital assistants (PDAs), wireless devices, network-ready
appliances, file servers, print servers or other devices
that access the source via network 2.
[0018] In the example of FIG. 1, routers 12 may use
segment routing techniques, such as a source packet
routing in networking (SPRING) paradigm, to enable an
ingress router to steer packets through a specific set of
nodes and links in a network without relying on interme-
diate devices in the network to determine the path it
should take. Routers 12 may use segment routing tech-
niques to advertise segments between routers and build
single or multi-hop tunnels within network 2. A first type
of segment is an "adjacency segment" that represents a
strict-forwarded, typically single-hop tunnel that carries
packets over a specific link between a router and a spe-
cific node, irrespective of the link cost. A second example
type of segment is a "prefix segment" that typically rep-
resents a multi-hop tunnel using least cost path links be-
tween a router and a specific address prefix.
[0019] In segment routing, the "path" information for
segments is disseminated between the routers within an
IGP domain as part of the IGP link state information for
the domain. For example, the path information for the
segments is disseminated or advertised between routers
12 using IGP (or to a controller device, such as a software
defined networking (SDN) controller, using border gate-
way protocol link state (BGP-LS)). Ingress router 12A is
able to steer a packet through an ordered list of instruc-
tions (i.e., segments) by prepending one or more seg-
ment identifiers (SIDs) to the packet, such as adjacency
SIDs that identify adjacency segments and/or node SIDs
that identify specific prefixes. In other words, ingress rout-
er 12A can steer a packet through a desired set of nodes
and links by prepending the packet with an appropriate
combination (stack) of SIDs. Segment routing allows
routers to enforce a flow through any topological path
and service chain while maintaining per-flow state only
at the ingress node to each domain.
[0020] Segment routing can be directly applied to the
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) architecture with
no change in the forwarding plane. A network adminis-
trator or centralized controller need only allocate SIDs to
particular routers and the segment routing control plane
architecture automatically builds the required MPLS for-
warding constructs from a router to any other router. In
some examples, a SID is encoded as an MPLS label,
and an ordered list of SIDs is encoded as a stack of labels.
The stack of SIDs is otherwise referred to herein as a
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"segment routing label stack." The SID of the segment
to be processed is on the top of the label stack and, upon
completion of a segment (i.e., when the packet reaches
the endpoint of the segment), the related label is popped
from the label stack as the packet is forwarded through
the network.
[0021] Segment routing is further described in Filsfils
et. al., "Segment Routing Architecture," Internet Engi-
neering Task Force (IETF), Request for Comments (RFC
8402), July 2018, while Segment Routing use cases are
described in Filsfils et. al., "Segment Routing Use Cas-
es," Internet-Draft draft-filsfils-rtgwg-segment-routing-
use-cases-01, July 2013, the entire contents of each of
which are incorporated herein by reference. Further de-
tails regarding SPRING are found in (1) "Segment Rout-
ing Architecture," IETF draft: draft-filsfils-spring-seg-
ment-routing-04, July 3, 2014; (2) S. Previdi, et al.,
"Source Packet Routing in Networking (SPRING) Prob-
lem Statement and Requirements," RFC 7855, May 201;
and (3) "Segment Routing with MPLS data plane," IETF
draft: draft-filsfils-spring-segment-routing-mpls-03, Au-
gust 1, 2014, the entire contents of each of which are
incorporated by reference herein.
[0022] Further description of the establishment and
use of prefix segments in network 2 is provided below as
an illustrative example. Each of routers 12 may be asso-
ciated with an address prefix. For instance, an adminis-
trator or controller may assign prefixes to one or more of
routers 12. A prefix may be an address or block of ad-
dresses. The prefix corresponding to a router may com-
prise an Internet Protocol (IP) address (e.g., IPv4 or
IPv6), a block of IP addresses, or another type of data
identifying the router. Additionally, one or more of routers
12 may be configured with a segment identifier (SID) (i.e.,
label) associated with the prefix. In the example of FIG.
1, router 12A is configured with a SID of 1001, router 12B
is configured with a SID of 1002, router 12C is configured
with a SID of 1003, and so on.
[0023] A router in network 2 may advertise its prefix
and SID to neighboring routers within the same domain
of network 2. For example, routers 12 may use IGP to
distribute the prefix and SIDs within the domain. When
a router receives an advertisement, the router deter-
mines, from the router’s link state database (LSDB) or
traffic engineering database (TED), whether the prefix
specified in the advertisement is already associated with
the SID specified in the advertisement. If this is the case
and if the advertisement represents a new best path, the
router may update a routing table in response to the ad-
vertisement such that the routing table indicates a next
hop in the route to the prefix. If the advertisement repre-
sents an equal cost compared to the existing route, the
router may add an equal-cost multi-path (ECMP) next
hop to the existing route.
[0024] If the advertisement specifies a prefix and a SID
that is not already in the receiving router’s LSDB or TED,
the router may calculate a route to the prefix specified in
the advertisement. In some examples, the router may

calculate the route according to a shortest path algorithm
or a strict shortest path algorithm. Furthermore, in some
examples, an advertisement may specify the type of al-
gorithm to use to calculate the route to the prefix specified
in the advertisement. Additionally, the router may asso-
ciate the SID specified by the advertisement with the cal-
culated route to the prefix specified by the advertisement.
In other words, the router may generate data that asso-
ciates the SID with the route. The router may then install
the route as an active route. Installing a route as an active
route may comprise generating forwarding information
that a forwarding component of the router may use to
forward packets to next hops of routes associated with
SIDs attached to the packets. For instance, installing the
route as an active route may comprise generating infor-
mation in a forwarding table that maps a SID to an inter-
face card attached to a link to a next hop of the route
associated with the SID.
[0025] When routers 12 receive a packet, routers 12
may determine whether a stack of one or more labels is
attached to the packet. The stack of labels comprises an
ordered sequence of labels. If the stack of labels still in-
cludes one or more labels, the router may determine a
next hop or a route associated with the active label of the
stack. The active label may be the label at the "top" of
the stack. For instance, the active label may be the label
occurring first in an ordered sequence of labels attached
to the packet. If the next hop of the route associated with
the active label advertised the active SID, the router (re-
ferred to as penultimate hop popping (PHP) router) may
remove the active label from the stack of labels attached
to the packet, potentially leaving one or more labels re-
maining attached to the packet. In other words, the router
may "pop" the active label from the stack. The router may
then forward the packet, along with the remaining labels
of the stack, to a next hop on the route associated with
the active label. This system may allow a source node,
such as ingress router 12A, to control the path a packet
takes through network 2.
[0026] If there is no stack of labels attached to the pack-
et when the router receives the packet or if there are no
remaining labels attached to the packet after the router
removes the active label, the router forwards the packet
to another node in network 2 without further use of seg-
ment routing. For instance, the router may forward the
packet according to an IP address of the packet.
[0027] In the example of FIG. 1, routers 12 may steer
packets along segment routing LSP 16 according to a
segment routing label stack including labels 1003, 1005,
and 1007 associated with router 12C, 12E, and 12G, re-
spectively. For example, ingress router 12A encapsu-
lates a packet including the segment routing label stack
and forwards the packet to its next hop, e.g., router 12B.
Since the next hop of router 12B is router 12C, router
12B removes active label, e.g., 1003, from the segment
routing label stack and forwards the packet to router 12C.
Router 12C forwards the packet to router 12D, which
removes the active label, e.g., 1005, from the segment
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routing label stack and forwards the packet to router 12E.
Router 12E then forwards the packet to router 12F, which
removes the active label, e.g., 1007, from the segment
routing label stack and forwards the packet to router 12G.
Since there is no stack of labels attached to the packet,
router 12G forwards the packet to another node in net-
work 2 without further use of segment routing, e.g., ac-
cording to an IP address of the packet.
[0028] When an ingress router receives a packet, the
router assigns the packet to a forwarding equivalence
class (FEC), encapsulates the packet with a segment
routing label stack associated with the FEC, and forwards
the packet on the segment routing LSP according to the
segment routing label stack. The FEC represents pack-
ets that are forwarded through a network in the same
manner, i.e., over the same path. A FEC can be identified
by an address, tunnel, or class of service (CoS). Typical-
ly, a device assigns the same label to a FEC. The label
that is encapsulated to the packet is used to identify the
FEC to which the packet is assigned.
[0029] In some examples, routers 12 may use an LSP
ping mechanism to test whether packets that belong to
a particular FEC actually end on an egress router for the
LSP associated with the FEC. The LSP ping mechanism
typically includes two test modes: basic connectivity
check ("ping") and fault isolation ("traceroute"). In a "ping"
(basic connectivity check) mode, an MPLS connectivity
request packet (e.g., MPLS echo request packet) is typ-
ically sent to an egress router of an LSP to test end-to-
end connectivity to the egress router. For example, an
ingress router of an LSP typically sends an MPLS echo
request packet to the egress router. In response to re-
ceiving the MPLS echo request packet, the egress router
sends the packet to its control plane. The egress router
then verifies whether it is an egress for the LSP and sends
an MPLS connectivity response packet (e.g., MPLS echo
reply packet) indicating the functional connectivity of the
LSP. If an MPLS echo reply packet is not received within
a defined time period (e.g., a Time to Live (TTL) value),
connectivity to the egress router along the LSP is as-
sumed to be down.
[0030] In a "traceroute" (fault isolation) mode, the in-
gress router identifies the location of a fault in the LSP
by tracing the path of an MPLS echo request packet from
the ingress router to the egress router. For example, the
MPLS echo request packet is typically sent to the control
plane of each transit device, which performs various
checks that it is a transit device for the LSP. Each transit
device in the LSP may also return information that helps
check the control plane against the data plane, i.e., that
forwarding data structures and operation match what the
routing protocols determined as the LSP.
[0031] An LSP ping mechanism uses a FEC stack that
includes information identifying a FEC to be validated.
For each label in a label stack, relevant FEC information
is included in the FEC stack for validation. The FEC in-
formation of the FEC stack may include one or more pre-
fixes such as a Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) prefix

(IPv4 or IPv6), Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)
IP session (IPv4 or IPv6), Virtual Private Network (VPN)
prefix (IPv4 or IPv6), generic IP prefix (IPv4 or IPv6), Nil
FEC, IPv4 IGP-Prefix segment identifier, IPv6 IGP-Prefix
segment identifier, IGP-Adjacency segment identifier,
and the like.
[0032] Further description of LSP ping mechanisms
are described in K. Kompella, et al., "Detecting Multipro-
tocol Label Switched (MPLS) Data-Plane Failures,"
IETF, RFC 8029, March 2017; N. Kumar, et. al., "Label
Switched Path (LSP) Ping/Traceroute for Segment Rout-
ing (SR) IGP-Prefix and IGP-Adjacency Segment Iden-
tifiers (SIDs) with MPLS Data Planes," IETF, RFC 8287,
December 2017; and K. Arora, et al., "TTL Procedures
for SR-TE Paths in Label Switched Path Traceroute
Mechanisms," draft-arora-mpls-spring-ttl-procedures-
srte-paths-01, Internet-Draft, February 21, 2019, the en-
tire contents of each of which is incorporated by reference
herein.
[0033] Without the techniques described herein, the
ingress router typically sends an MPLS echo request
packet to each router along a path of the segment LSP
and receives a response from each of the routers, even
for routers that are not operating as segment endpoints
for the segment LSP. As the size of the network increas-
es, the ingress router receives an increasing number of
MPLS echo reply packets, which increases the load on
the network.
[0034] In accordance with the techniques described in
this disclosure, the ingress router, e.g., router 12A (re-
ferred to as "ingress router 12A"), may selectively ping
certain routers along a segment routing LSP to detect
failures (e.g., data plane failures) in the segment routing
LSP without necessarily sending an MPLS ping to each
router along the path traversed by the segment routing
LSP.
[0035] In the example of FIG. 1, assume that network
2 is configured with segment routing LSP 16 having three
segments 16A, 16B and 16C with a segment routing label
stack including respective labels for each router operat-
ing as a segment endpoint, e.g., routers 12C, 12E, and
12G, along the segment routing LSP. To check connec-
tivity to each of routers 12C, 12E, and 12G and without
receiving a response from each of the routers in segment
routing LSP 16, ingress router 12A may, in response to
receiving a request to verify connectivity of segment rout-
ing LSP 16 (e.g., via an interface of ingress router 12A
or controller), configure a FEC stack including informa-
tion identifying the routers of the segment routing label
stack and iteratively sends an MPLS echo request packet
to each of routers 12C, 12E, and 12G identified from the
FEC stack. In the example of FIG. 1, ingress router 12A
may send a first MPLS connectivity request packet, e.g.,
MPLS echo request packet 22A, including a first label
stack 24A including a first label corresponding to a device
identified from the outermost FEC of the FEC stack, e.g.,
1003 associated with router 12C, and a FEC stack 26A
with information associated with routers identified from
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the segment routing label stack, e.g., routers 12C, 12E,
and 12G. In these examples, ingress router 12A includes
a Time-to-Live (TTL) value (e.g., default is 255) for labels
of the label stack. In the example of FIG. 1, ingress router
12A sends MPLS echo request packet 22A with a first
label 24A as <1003, 255>, and FEC stack 26A including
prefix segment identifiers of routers 12C, 12E, and 12G.
[0036] Router 12B, operating as the penultimate hop
popping (PHP) router for router 12C, pops the active label
(e.g., first label 24A) from the label stack of MPLS echo
request packet 22A and forwards the MPLS echo request
packet 22A via its interface directly connected to router
12C. In response to receiving the MPLS echo request
packet 22A, router 12C may send the packet to its routing
engine to verify that router 12C is a segment endpoint
for segment routing LSP 16 associated with the FEC. In
some examples, router 12C may send the packet to its
routing engine if MPLS echo request packet 22A includes
a routing alert (RA) object in the IP options.
[0037] Router 12C validates the outermost FEC of FEC
stack 26A, e.g., prefix associated with router 12C, and,
if verified, sends a first MPLS echo reply packet, e.g.,
MPLS echo reply packet 28A, to ingress router 12A to
indicate router 12C is indeed a segment endpoint for seg-
ment routing LSP 16 associated with the FEC. In re-
sponse to receiving MPLS echo reply packet 28A, in-
gress router 12A updates the FEC stack, for example,
by removing the outermost FEC of FEC stack 26A (e.g.,
prefix associated with router 12C), which leaves prefix
segment identifiers associated with routers 12E and 12G
in the FEC stack (illustrated in FIG. 1 as FEC stack "26B").
[0038] Ingress router 12A sends a second MPLS echo
request packet, e.g., MPLS echo request packet 22B,
including a second label stack 24B with the first label
(e.g., 1003 associated with router 12C) and a second
label corresponding to a device identified from the out-
ermost FEC of the updated FEC stack, e.g., 1005 asso-
ciated with router 12E, and the FEC stack 26B with in-
formation associated with routers 12E and 12G. In the
example of FIG. 1, ingress router 12A may send MPLS
echo request packet 22B with a first label as <1003, 255>
and a second label as <1005, 255>, and FEC stack 26B
including prefix segment identifiers of routers 12E and
12G.
[0039] Router 12B, operating as the PHP router for
router 12C, pops the active label (e.g., first label) and
forwards the MPLS echo request packet 22B to router
12C. In this example, the second label <1005, 255> be-
comes the active label for MPLS echo request packet
22B. Router 12C then forwards MPLS echo request
packet 22B to router 12D. Router 12D, operating as the
PHP router for router 12E, pops the active label (e.g.,
second label) and forwards the MPLS echo request pack-
et 22B to router 12E. In response to receiving the MPLS
echo request packet 22B, router 12E may send the pack-
et to its routing engine (e.g., if MPLS echo request packet
22B includes a routing alert object in IP options) to verify
that router 12E is a segment endpoint for segment routing

LSP 16 associated with the FEC.
[0040] Router 12E validates the outermost FEC of FEC
stack 26B, e.g., prefix associated with router 12E, and
sends a second MPLS echo reply packet, e.g., MPLS
echo reply packet 18B, to ingress router 12A to indicate
router 12E is indeed a segment endpoint for segment
routing LSP associated with the FEC. In response to re-
ceiving MPLS echo reply packet 28B, ingress router 12A
updates the FEC stack, for example, by removing the
outermost FEC of FEC stack 26B, e.g., prefix associated
with router 12E, which leaves a prefix associated with
router 12G in the FEC stack (illustrated in FIG. 1 as FEC
stack "26C").
[0041] Ingress router 12A sends a third MPLS echo
request packet, e.g., MPLS echo request packet 22C,
including a third label stack 24C with the first label (e.g.,
1003 associated with router 12C), the second label (e.g.,
1005 associated with router 12E), and a third label cor-
responding to a device identified from the outermost FEC
of the updated FEC stack, e.g., 1007 associated with
router 12G, and the FEC stack 26C with information as-
sociated with router 12G. As one example, ingress router
12A may send MPLS echo request packet 22C with a
first label as <1003, 255>, a second label as <1005, 255>,
and a third label as <1007, 255>, and FEC stack 26C
including a prefix of router 12G.
[0042] Router 12B, operating as the PHP router for
router 12C, pops the active label (e.g., first label) and
forwards the MPLS echo request packet 22C to router
12C. In this example, the second label <1005, 255> be-
comes the active label for MPLS echo request packet
22C. Router 12C then forwards MPLS echo request
packet 22C to router 12D. Router 12D, operating as the
PHP router for router 12E, pops the active label (e.g.,
second label) and forwards the MPLS echo request pack-
et 22C to router 12E. In this example, the third label
<1007, 255> becomes the active label for MPLS echo
request packet 22C. Router 12E then forwards MPLS
echo request packet 22C to router 12F. Router 12F, op-
erating as the PHP router for router 12G, pops the active
label (e.g., third label) and forwards the MPLS echo re-
quest packet 22C to router 12G. In response to receiving
the MPLS echo request packet 22C, router 12G may
send the packet to its routing engine (e.g., if MPLS echo
request packet 22C includes a routing alert object in IP
options), to verify that router 12G is a segment endpoint
for segment routing LSP 16 associated with the FEC.
[0043] Router 12G validates the outermost FEC of
FEC stack 26C, e.g., 1007 associated with router 12G,
and sends a third MPLS echo reply packet, e.g., MPLS
echo reply packet 28C, to ingress router 12A to indicate
router 12G is indeed a segment endpoint for segment
routing LSP 16 associated with the FEC. In response to
receiving MPLS echo reply packet 28C, ingress router
12A removes the last FEC of FEC stack 26C (e.g., prefix
associated with router 12E), which signals to ingress
router 12A that the LSP ping mechanism is complete and
verifies connectivity for segment routing LSP 16 associ-
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ated with the FEC.
[0044] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating another
example network in which an ingress device selectively
pings certain routers along a segment routing LSP to
detect failures (e.g., data plane failures) in the segment
routing LSP. In the example of FIG. 2, network 100 in-
cludes access networks 106A-106D (collectively, "ac-
cess networks 106") connected via an intermediate net-
work, e.g., intermediate network 108. Intermediate net-
work 108 may represent a service provider network that
is owned and operated by a service provider, which is
usually a large telecommunications entity or corporation.
Intermediate network 108 represents a layer 3 (L3) com-
puter network, where reference to a layer followed by a
number refers to a corresponding layer in the Open Sys-
tems Interconnection (OSI) model. Intermediate network
108 is a layer 3 network in the sense that it natively sup-
ports L3 operations as described in the OSI model. Com-
mon L3 operations include those performed in accord-
ance with L3 protocols, such as the Internet protocol (IP).
L3 is also known as a "network layer" in the OSI model
and the "IP layer" in the TCP/IP model, and the term L3
may be used interchangeably with the phrase "network
layer" and "IP" throughout this disclosure. Intermediate
network 108 may also be referred to in this disclosure as
a "core" network.
[0045] Intermediate network 108 may be coupled to
one or more networks administered by the provider of
intermediate network 108 or other providers, and may
thus form part of a large-scale public network infrastruc-
ture, e.g., the Internet. Consequently, access networks
106 may be viewed as edge networks of the Internet.
Intermediate network 108 may provide computing devic-
es of access networks 106 with access to the Internet,
and may allow the computing devices within access net-
works 106 to communicate with each other.
[0046] As illustrated in FIG. 2, network 100 may be
partitioned into multiple IGP domains or areas 104. For
instance, network 100 includes four domains, 104A-
104D (collectively, "domains 104"). In some examples,
domains 104 may each comprise an Interior Gateway
Protocol (IGP) domain or area that includes a set of rout-
ers under common administrative control and that share
a common routing protocol. Example IGPs include Inter-
mediate System-Intermediate System (IS-IS) and Open
Shortest Path First (OSFP). In this example, routers
112A-112B belong to domain 104A, routers 112E-112F
belong to domain 104B, routers 112G-112H belong to
domain 104C, and routers 1121-112J belong to domain
104D. In the illustrated example of FIG. 2, routers 112
comprise border routers at the edge and between the
different domains, such as routers 12C and 12D. Area
border routers 12C and 12D include interfaces attached
to multiple areas. For example, router 12C includes in-
terfaces attached to domains 104A and 104C, and router
12D includes interfaces attached to domains 104B and
104D. Although not shown in FIG. 2, each of domains
104 include one or more other network devices that op-

erate as transit routers or switches to forward traffic within
the respective domains and between border routers.
[0047] As illustrated in FIG. 2, network 100 includes a
controller device 128, which may operate as a software
defined networking (SDN) controller or other centralized
controller that provides control plane operations and
management for routers and other network devices with-
in one or more of domains 104. For purposes of expla-
nation, controller device 128 is described herein as pro-
viding control plane operations and management for at
least domain 104A and domain 104B. In other examples,
each of domains 104 may include a designated, central-
ized controller.
[0048] As illustrated, router 112A serves as an ingress
router of inter-domain segment routing LSP 116, and
hence, may be referred to in this disclosure as ingress
router 112A. Similar to the example described in FIG. 1,
the sources of inter-domain segment routing LSP 116
received by ingress router 112A may comprise one or
more devices (not shown) and/or any public or private
network or the Internet that provides traffic to ingress
router 112A in network 100. Furthermore, in some ex-
amples, router 112F serves as an egress router of inter-
domain segment routing LSP 116, and hence, may be
referred to in this disclosure as egress router 112F.
[0049] Similar to the example described in FIG. 1, rout-
ers 112 may use segment routing techniques, e.g., a
SPRING paradigm, to advertise segments between
nodes using an IGP or BGP and build a single or multi-
hop tunnels within each domain 104. Traditionally, an
inter-domain segment routing LSP is constructed as a
list of segment identifiers, including binding segment
identifiers (BSIDs) of intra-domain LSPs. A binding seg-
ment represents a specific intra-domain tunnel between
a router and a specific node or a specific address prefix.
Nodes in a given domain typically do not store data de-
scribing nodes and routes within other domains, including
prefixes and SIDs (e.g., node SIDs and/or binding SIDs).
For instance, a router in a first IGP domain (e.g., domain
104A) does not typically store corresponding prefixes
and SIDs for any other IGP domain (e.g., domain 104B),
and thus does not have the FEC information used to test
connectivity for an inter-domain segment routing LSP as-
sociated with the FEC.
[0050] In this example, routers 112 may advertise pre-
fixes and SIDs to controller 128. For example, routers
112 may use border gateway protocol link state (BGP-
LS) to disseminate path information within each of do-
mains 104 to controller 128. In a controller-based inter-
domain segment routing provisioning model, controller
128 programs the ingress router, e.g., ingress router
112A, with a list of SIDs used to establish the inter-do-
main segment routing LSP. For example, controller 128
may establish a configuration session, e.g., via path com-
putation element protocol (PCEP), with ingress router
112A to send the ingress router the list of SIDs used to
establish the inter-domain segment routing LSP.
[0051] In this way, controller 128 may provide ingress
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router 112A with the FEC information to enable ingress
router 112A to selectively ping certain devices along in-
ter-domain segment routing LSP 116 to detect failures
(e.g., data plane failures) in inter-domain segment routing
LSP 116, similar to the example described in FIG. 1.
[0052] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating another
example network in which an ingress device selectively
pings certain routers along a segment routing LSP to
detect failures (e.g., data plane failures) in the segment
routing LSP, in accordance with the techniques de-
scribed in this disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 3, network
200 includes autonomous systems 204A and 204B (col-
lectively, "autonomous systems 204"). Each of autono-
mous systems 204 may comprise a set of routers under
common administrative control and that share a common
routing protocol. Each of autonomous systems 204 may
comprise at least one border device that communicates
with routers in other autonomous systems. In this exam-
ple, autonomous system 204A includes router 212A, pro-
vider routers 214A-214B, and autonomous system bor-
der routers (ASBR) 216A-216B. Similarly, autonomous
system 204B includes router 212B, provider routers
214C-214D, and ASBR 216B. Each of autonomous sys-
tems 204 may be owned or managed by a different serv-
ice provider.
[0053] Similar to controller 128 of FIG. 2, controller 228
may operate as an SDN controller or other centralized
controller that provides control plane operations and
management for routers and other network devices with-
in one or more of autonomous systems 204. Similar to
the example described in FIG. 1, routers 212 may use
segment routing techniques, e.g., a SPRING paradigm,
to advertise segments between nodes using an IGP or
BGP and build a single or multi-hop tunnels within each
autonomous system 204. Traditionally, an inter-AS seg-
ment routing LSP is constructed as a list of segment iden-
tifiers (SIDs) of ASBRs 216 and routers 212. Because
nodes in a given autonomous system typically do not
store data describing nodes and routes within other au-
tonomous systems, including prefixes and SIDs (e.g.,
node SIDs and/or binding SIDs), ingress router 212A may
not have FEC information from other autonomous sys-
tems used to test connectivity for an inter-AS segment
routing LSP associated with the FEC.
[0054] In this example, routers 212 and ASBRs 216
may advertise prefixes and SIDs to controller 228. For
example, routers 212 and ASBRs 216 may use border
gateway protocol link state (BGP-LS) to disseminate path
information within each of autonomous systems 204 to
controller 228. In a controller-based inter-AS segment
routing provisioning model, controller 228 programs the
ingress router, e.g., ingress router 212A, with a list of
SIDs used to establish the inter-AS segment routing LSP
218. For example, controller 228 may establish a config-
uration session, e.g., via path computation element pro-
tocol (PCEP), with ingress router 212A to send the in-
gress router the list of SIDs used to establish the inter-
AS segment routing LSP.

[0055] In this way, controller 228 may provide ingress
router 212A with the FEC information to enable ingress
router 212A to selectively ping certain devices along in-
ter-AS segment routing LSP 218 to detect failures (e.g.,
data plane failures) in the inter-AS segment routing LSP
218, similar to the example described in FIG. 1. In these
examples, the MPLS echo reply packet may use a re-
verse label stack as described in S. Hegde, et al.,
"PMS/Head-end based MPLS Ping and Traceroute in In-
ter-AS SR Networks," Internet-Draft, draft-ninan-spring-
mpls-inter-as-oam-Ol," July 5, 2019, the entire contents
of which is incorporated by reference herein.
[0056] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network device 400 capable of operating in accordance
with the techniques described herein. Network device
400 may represent any of ingress routers of FIGS. 1-3.
While described with respect to a router, the techniques
may be implemented by any other type of network device
having routing functionality, and need not necessarily be
a dedicated routing device.
[0057] In the example of FIG. 4, network device 400
includes interface cards 454A-454N ("IFCs 454") that re-
ceive and send data units, such as packet flows, via in-
bound links 456A-456N (collectively, "inbound links 456")
and outbound links 457A-457N (collectively, "outbound
links 457"), respectively. Network device 400 may in-
clude a chassis (not shown) having a number of slots for
receiving a set of cards, including IFCs 454. Each card
may be inserted into a corresponding slot of the chassis
for electrically coupling the card to routing component
444 via high-speed switch (not shown), which may com-
prise, for example, switch fabric, switchgear, a config-
urable network switch or hub, or other high-speed switch-
ing mechanisms. IFCs 454 may be coupled to network
links 456A-456N and 457A-457N via a number of phys-
ical interface ports (not shown). Generally, IFCs 454 may
each represent one or more network interfaces by which
network device 400 may interface with links of a network.
[0058] In general, network device 400 may include a
control unit 442 that determines routes of received pack-
ets and forwards the packets accordingly via IFCs 454.
In the example of FIG. 4, control unit 442 includes routing
component (control plane) 444 that configures and con-
trols packet forwarding operations applied by forwarding
component (data plane) 446.
[0059] Routing component 444 provides an operating
environment for various routing protocols 470 that exe-
cute at different layers of a network stack. Routing com-
ponent 444 is responsible for the maintenance of routing
information 460 to reflect the current topology of a net-
work and other network entities to which network device
400 is connected. In particular, routing protocols period-
ically update routing information 460 to accurately reflect
the topology of the network and other entities based on
routing protocol messages received by network device
400. The protocols may be software processes executing
on one or more processors. For example, routing com-
ponent 444 includes network protocols that operate at a
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network layer of the network stack, which are typically
implemented as executable software instructions.
[0060] In the example of FIG. 4, protocols 470 may
include IGP 471 to exchange link state information, and
facilitate forwarding of packets or other data units be-
tween routers within a routing domain. In some exam-
ples, IGP 471 may include an OSPF routing protocol in
accordance with one or more of the RFC 2328, by J. Moy,
entitled "OSPF Version 2," dated April 1998, RFC 5340,
by R. Coltun et al. entitled "OSPF for IPv6," dated July
2008, RFC 6845, by N. Sheth et al., entitled "OSPF Hy-
brid Broadcast and Point-to-Multipoint Interface Type,"
dated January 2013, and RFC 8362, by A. Lindem et al.,
entitled "OSPFv3 Link State Advertisement (LSA) Ex-
tendibility," dated April 2018. In some examples, IGP 471
may include an IS-IS routing protocol that implements an
IGP for exchanging routing and reachability information
within a routing domain in accordance with RFC 1142,
by D. Oran, entitled "OSI IS-IS Intra-domain Routing Pro-
tocol," dated February 1990 (republication of ISO/IEC
10589, last updated November 2002). IGP 471 may in-
clude IS-IS extensions that support traffic engineering,
as described in RFC 5305, by T. Li et al., entitled "IS-IS
Extensions for Traffic Engineering," dated October 2008.
In some examples, network device 400 may include both
an OSPF component and an IS-IS component.
[0061] In some examples, protocols 470 may, alterna-
tively or additionally, include border gateway protocol link
state (BGP-LS) 472 to exchange traffic engineering and
segment routing policy information with controller 228.
The BGP-LS protocol is described in additional detail in
H. Gredler, et al., "North-Bound Distribution of Link-State
and Traffic Engineering (TE) Information using BGP," In-
ternet Engineering Task Force (IETF) RFC 7752, March
2016, the entire contents of which are incorporated here-
in by reference.
[0062] Protocols 470 may also include configuration
protocols. For example, protocols 470 may include PCEP
473 in accordance with RFC 5440, by JP. Vasseur, Ed.,
et al, entitled "Path Computation Element (PCE) Com-
munication Protocol (PCEP)," dated March 2009, or
NETCONF (not shown) in accordance with RFC 6241,
by R. Enns, Ed., et al., entitled "Network Configuration
Protocol (NETCONF)," dated June 2011. In some exam-
ples where network device 400 comprises an ingress
router for an inter-domain segment routing LSP or inter-
AS segment routing LSP, controller device 428 (e.g.,
such as controller device 128 of FIG. 2 or controller de-
vice 228 of FIG. 3) may configure network device 400
with SID list 486 for a segment routing tunnel via PCEP
473 or a NETCONF component (not shown). Protocols
470 may include other routing protocols (not shown),
such as Label Distribution Protocol (LDP), Resource
Reservation Protocol with Traffic Extensions (RSVP-TE),
routing information protocol (RIP), or other network pro-
tocols.
[0063] Routing component 444 includes a link state
database (LSDB) 480 for storing domain topology infor-

mation including SIDs and labels for provisioned seg-
ments, e.g., adjacency segments, prefix segments,
and/or binding segments. The contents of LSDB 480 are
maintained in accordance with an IGP 473 and have the
scope of a single routing domain. Routing component
444 further includes Traffic Engineering Database 482
that augments LSDB 480 with traffic engineering link at-
tributes. Each of LSDB 480 and TED 482 may be in the
form of a variety of data structures, such as a number of
tables, link lists, radix trees, databases, flat files, or other
data structures.
[0064] Routing component 444 includes a segment
routing (SR) component 476 to implement segment rout-
ing techniques that specify how network device 400 may
provision and advertise SIDs for adjacency segments
and/or prefix segments. In some examples, segment
routing component 476 of network device 400, operating
as an ingress router, may use the SIDs in LSDB 480 or
TED 482 to construct SID label stack that is stored in SID
list 486. Alternatively, or additionally, network device 400
may receive SID list 486 from controller 228. Network
device 400 may steer a packet through a network by pre-
pending the packet header with the SID label stack from
SID list 486.
[0065] By executing the routing protocols, routing com-
ponent 444 identifies existing routes through the network
and determines new routes through the network. Routing
component 444 stores routing information 460 that in-
cludes, for example, known routes through the network.
Forwarding component 446 stores forwarding informa-
tion 462 that includes destinations of output links 257.
Forwarding information 462 may be generated in accord-
ance with routing information 460.
[0066] In accordance with the described techniques,
network device 400 includes a selective ping component
490 configured to selectively ping certain devices along
a segment routing LSP to detect failures (e.g., data plane
failures) of the segment routing LSP. In this example,
network device 400 operating as an ingress router (e.g.,
ingress router 12A of FIG. 1) may iteratively send an
MPLS echo request packet to each of routers identified
from a FEC stack configured from the segment routing
label stack of the segment routing LSP.
[0067] For example, in response to receiving, e.g., via
CLI 478, a request to verify connectivity of a segment
routing LSP, selective ping component 490 may config-
ure a FEC stack 494 specifying a stack of segment rout-
ing labels for the segment routing LSP. Selective ping
component 490 may determine the segment routing label
stack for the segment routing LSP from SID list 486. For
ease of illustration, SID list 486 may, in this example,
include a segment routing label stack including labels
associated with routers 12C, 12E, and 12F, as described
in FIG. 1. Selective ping component 490 may configure
a FEC stack 494 including information associated with
routers identified from SID list 486, e.g., routers 12C,
12E, and 12G.
[0068] Selective ping component 490 may generate
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an MPLS echo request packet including a label stack 492
including a first label corresponding to a device identified
from the outermost FEC of FEC stack 494 (e.g., 1003
associated with router 12C), and the FEC stack 494 with
information associated with routers identified from the
segment routing label stack, e.g., 12C, 12E, and 12G.
[0069] Network device 400 may send the MPLS echo
request packet on the segment routing LSP path via one
of outgoing links 257 connected to a next-hop of the seg-
ment routing LSP. In response, network device 400 may
receive an MPLS echo reply packet if router 12C is ver-
ified as a segment endpoint of the segment routing LSP.
In this example, network device 400 may receive an
MPLS echo reply packet via one of inbound links 256
and forwarding component 446 forwards the MPLS echo
reply packet to selective ping component 490.
[0070] In response to receiving the MPLS echo reply
packet, selective ping component 490 updates FEC
stack 494, for example, by removing the outermost FEC
of FEC stack 494 (e.g., prefix associated with router 12C),
which leaves prefix segment identifiers associated with
routers 12E and 12G in FEC stack 494.
[0071] Selective ping component 490 may determine
if there are any prefix segment identifiers remaining in
FEC stack 494. If FEC stack 494 includes at least one
prefix, selective ping component 490 continues the LSP
ping process for each of the next routers identified in FEC
stack 494, e.g., routers 12E and 12G, until the FEC stack
is empty. For example, selective ping component 484
may generate a subsequent MPLS echo request packet
including an updated label stack including the previous
label (e.g., 1003 associated with router 12C) and a sub-
sequent label corresponding to a device identified from
the outermost FEC of the updated FEC stack 494 (e.g.,
1005 associated with router 12E), and the updated FEC
stack with information associated with routers 12E and
12G. Network device 400 may send the subsequent
MPLS echo request packet on the segment routing LSP
path and, in response, receive an MPLS echo reply pack-
et from router 12E. Selective ping component 490 up-
dates FEC stack 494, for example, by removing the out-
ermost FEC of FEC stack 494 (e.g., prefix associated
with router 12E), which leaves prefix segment identifier
associated with router 12G in FEC stack 494.
[0072] In the next iteration, selective ping component
490 may generate a subsequent MPLS echo request
packet including an updated label stack including the pre-
vious labels (e.g., 1003 associated with router 12C and
1005 associated with router 12E) and a subsequent label
corresponding to a device identified from the outermost
FEC of the updated FEC stack 494 (e.g., 1007 associated
with router 12G), and the updated FEC stack with infor-
mation associated with router 12G. Network device 400
may send the subsequent MPLS echo request packet on
the segment routing LSP path and, in response, receive
an MPLS echo reply packet from router 12G. Selective
ping component 490 updates FEC stack 494, for exam-
ple, by removing the outermost FEC of FEC stack 494

(e.g., prefix associated with router 12G), which results in
FEC stack 494 being empty. An empty FEC stack 494
signals to selective ping component 490 that the LSP
ping mechanism is complete and that connectivity for the
segment routing LSP is verified. In some examples, se-
lective ping component 484 may generate an indication,
e.g., via an interface, to a user to indicate the segment
routing LSP has connectivity.
[0073] The architecture of network device 400 illustrat-
ed in FIG. 4 is shown for example purposes only. The
techniques of this disclosure are not limited to this archi-
tecture. In other examples, network device 400 may be
configured in a variety of ways. In one example, some of
the functionally of control unit 442 may be distributed
within IFCs 454. In another example, control unit 442
may comprise a plurality of packet forwarding engines
operated as client routers.
[0074] Control unit 442 may be implemented solely in
software, or hardware, or may be implemented as a com-
bination of software, hardware, or firmware. For example,
control unit 442 may include one or more processors that
execute program code in the form of software instruc-
tions. In that case, the various software compo-
nents/modules of control unit 442 may comprise execut-
able instructions stored on a computer-readable storage
medium, such as computer memory or hard disk.
[0075] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example op-
eration of network 2, in accordance with the techniques
described in this disclosure. For illustration purposes,
FIG. 5 is explained with reference to ingress router 12 of
FIG. 1 (or alternatively, ingress router 112 of FIG. 2 or
ingress router 212 of FIG. 3).
[0076] In response to a request to verify connectivity
of segment routing LSP 16, ingress router 12 configures
a FEC stack specifying a stack of segment routing labels
for the segment routing LSP. For example, ingress router
12A may receive, e.g., via CLI 478, a request to verify
connectivity of segment routing LSP 16. In response, se-
lective ping component 490 of ingress router 12A may
determine a segment routing label stack for an estab-
lished segment routing LSP, e.g., segment routing LSP
16. In the example described in FIG. 1, selective ping
component 490 of ingress router 12 determines the seg-
ment routing label stack for segment routing LSP 16 in-
cludes labels associated with routers 12C, 12E and 12G.
Selective ping component 490 configures a FEC stack
including information (e.g., prefix segment identifiers) as-
sociated with routers 12C, 12E, and 12G.
[0077] Ingress router 12A may iteratively send an
MPLS echo request packet to each router identified from
the FEC stack configured from the segment routing label
stack rather than necessarily sending an MPLS echo re-
quest packet to every next hop router along segment
routing LSP 16. For example, ingress router 12 generates
an MPLS connectivity request packet for a respective
device identified from an outermost FEC of the FEC stack
(504). For example, ingress router 12A may generate a
first MPLS echo request packet, e.g., MPLS echo request
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packet 22A, including a first label stack 24A including a
first label corresponding to the outermost FEC of the FEC
stack, e.g., 1003 associated with router 12C, and a FEC
stack 26A with information associated with routers iden-
tified from the segment routing label stack, e.g., routers
12C, 12E, and 12G. In these examples, ingress router
12A includes a TTL value (e.g., default is 255) for labels
of the label stack. In this example, ingress router 12A
generates MPLS echo request packet 22A with a first
label 24A as <1003, 255>, and FEC stack 26A including
prefix segment identifiers of routers 12C, 12E, and 12G.
[0078] Ingress router 12 sends the MPLS echo request
packet to a next-hop corresponding to the segment rout-
ing LSP associated with the FEC stack (506). Router 12C
of the FEC stack returns an MPLS connectivity response
packet (e.g., MPLS echo reply packet 28A of FIG. 1) if
router 12C is verified as a segment endpoint of the seg-
ment routing LSP.
[0079] Ingress router 12A determines whether ingress
router 12A receives an MPLS connectivity response
packet (e.g., MPLS echo reply packet 24A) (508). If in-
gress router 12A does not receive an MPLS echo reply
packet ("NO" of step 508), ingress router 12A determines
the segment routing LSP is down (510). If ingress router
12A receives an MPLS echo reply packet ("YES" of step
508), ingress router 12A updates the FEC stack by re-
moving the outermost FEC from the FEC stack (512).
For example, ingress router 12A updates the FEC stack
by removing the prefix associated with router 12C, which
is the outermost FEC of the FEC stack. In this example,
the updated FEC stack includes prefix segment identifi-
ers associated with routers 12E and 12G in the FEC stack
(e.g., FEC stack 26B of FIG. 1).
[0080] Ingress router 12A may determine if there are
any prefix segment identifiers remaining in the updated
FEC stack, i.e., whether the FEC stack is empty (514).
In this example, the FEC stack includes at least one prefix
(e.g., prefix segment identifiers associated with routers
12E and 12G). In response to determining that at least
one prefix remains in the FEC stack ("NO" of step 514),
ingress router 12A generates (504) and sends (506) an
MPLS connectivity request packet for each of the remain-
ing routers identified in the FEC stack. In some examples,
after ingress router 12A updates the FEC stack by re-
moving the outermost FEC from the FEC stack, ingress
router 12A may determine that the FEC stack is empty
("YES" of step 514), which signals to ingress router 12A
that the LSP ping mechanism is complete and connec-
tivity for segment routing LSP associated with the FEC
is verified (516). Continuing the example above, ingress
router 12A may receive a response from the last router
of the FEC stack (e.g., router 12G). Ingress router 12A
updates the FEC stack by removing the prefix associated
with router 12G, which is the last prefix of the FEC stack.
Because the FEC stack is empty, ingress router 12A de-
termines that the LSP ping mechanism is complete and
connectivity for segment routing LSP 16 associated with
the FEC is verified.

[0081] The techniques described herein may be imple-
mented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combi-
nation thereof. Various features described as modules,
units or components may be implemented together in an
integrated logic device or separately as discrete but in-
teroperable logic devices or other hardware devices. In
some cases, various features of electronic circuitry may
be implemented as one or more integrated circuit devic-
es, such as an integrated circuit chip or chipset.
[0082] If implemented in hardware, this disclosure may
be directed to an apparatus such a processor or an inte-
grated circuit device, such as an integrated circuit chip
or chipset. Alternatively, or additionally, if implemented
in software or firmware, the techniques may be realized
at least in part by a computer-readable data storage me-
dium comprising instructions that, when executed, cause
a processor to perform one or more of the methods de-
scribed above. For example, the computer-readable data
storage medium may store such instructions for execu-
tion by a processor.
[0083] A computer-readable medium may form part of
a computer program product, which may include pack-
aging materials. A computer-readable medium may com-
prise a computer data storage medium such as random
access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), non-
volatile random access memory (NVRAM), electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM),
Flash memory, magnetic or optical data storage media,
and the like. In some examples, an article of manufacture
may comprise one or more computer-readable storage
media.
[0084] In some examples, the computer-readable stor-
age media may comprise non-transitory media. The term
"non-transitory" may indicate that the storage medium is
not embodied in a carrier wave or a propagated signal.
In certain examples, a non-transitory storage medium
may store data that can, over time, change (e.g., in RAM
or cache). Additionally, or alternatively, the techniques
discussed herein may be realized at least in part by a
computer readable communication medium that carries
or communicates code in the form of instructions or data
structures and that can be accessed, read, and/or exe-
cuted by a machine, e.g. computer. In other words, any
suitable computer readable medium may be used, which
comprises instructions and which can for example be a
transitory medium, such as a communication medium or
carrier wave, or a non-transitory medium, such as a stor-
age medium.
[0085] The code or instructions may be software and/or
firmware executed by processing circuitry including one
or more processors, such as one or more digital signal
processors (DSPs), general purpose microprocessors,
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), or other equivalent in-
tegrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term
"processor," as used herein may refer to any of the fore-
going structure or any other structure suitable for imple-
mentation of the techniques described herein. In addition,
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in some aspects, functionality described in this disclosure
may be provided within software modules or hardware
modules.
[0086] Thus, from one perspective, there has now
been described techniques for selectively pinging certain
devices along a segment routing label switched path
(LSP) to detect failures in the segment routing LSP. For
example, an ingress device comprises one or more proc-
essors operably coupled to a memory that are configured
to: in response to a request to verify connectivity of a
segment routing LSP, configure a FEC stack specifying
a stack of segment routing labels for the segment routing
LSP; for each of the one or more devices identified from
the FEC stack: generate a respective MPLS connectivity
request packet for a respective device identified from an
outermost FEC of the FEC stack; send the MPLS con-
nectivity request packet to the respective device; receive
an MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies con-
nectivity of the respective device; and in response, up-
date the FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC of
the FEC stack that identifies the respective device.
[0087] Example aspects of the present disclosure are
presented in the following numbered clauses

Clause 1. A method comprising:

in response to a request to verify connectivity of
a segment routing label switched path (LSP),
configuring, by an ingress device of the segment
routing LSP, a forwarding equivalence class
(FEC) stack specifying a stack of segment rout-
ing labels for the segment routing LSP, wherein
the FEC stack comprises information identifying
one or more devices operating as segment end-
points along the segment routing LSP to be val-
idated; and
for each of the one or more devices identified
from the FEC stack:

generating, by the ingress device, a respec-
tive Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
connectivity request packet for a respective
device of the one or more devices, wherein
the respective device is identified from an
outermost FEC of the FEC stack;
sending, by the ingress device, the MPLS
connectivity request packet to the respec-
tive device;
receiving, by the ingress device and from
the respective device, an MPLS connectiv-
ity response packet that verifies connectiv-
ity of the respective device for the segment
routing LSP; and
in response to receiving the MPLS connec-
tivity response packet, updating, by the in-
gress device, the FEC stack by removing
the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the respective device.

Clause 2. The method of Clause 1,
wherein the one or more devices of the segment rout-
ing LSP comprises a first device and a second de-
vice,

wherein the FEC stack comprises the outermost
FEC identifying the first device and subsequent
FEC identifying the second device,
wherein generating the respective MPLS con-
nectivity request packet comprises generating
a first MPLS connectivity request packet includ-
ing the FEC stack and a first label stack to steer
the first MPLS connectivity request packet to the
first device,
wherein sending the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or
more devices comprises sending the first MPLS
connectivity request packet to the first device,

wherein receiving the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP comprises receiv-
ing a first MPLS connectivity response packet that
verifies connectivity of the first device for the seg-
ment routing LSP, and
wherein updating the FEC stack comprises updating
the FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC of
the FEC stack that identifies the first device, which
causes the subsequent FEC to become the outer-
most FEC of the updated FEC stack.
Clause 3. The method of Clause 2,
wherein the first label stack comprises a label asso-
ciated with the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the first device.
Clause 4. The method of Clause 2,
wherein generating the respective MPLS connectiv-
ity request packet comprises generating a second
MPLS connectivity request packet including the up-
dated FEC stack and a second label stack to steer
the second MPLS connectivity request packet to the
second device,
wherein sending the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices comprises sending the second MPLS con-
nectivity request packet to the second device,
wherein receiving the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP comprises receiv-
ing a second MPLS connectivity response packet
that verifies connectivity of the second device for the
segment routing LSP, and
wherein updating the FEC stack comprises updating
the updated FEC stack by removing the outermost
FEC of the updated FEC stack that identifies the sec-
ond device.
Clause 5. The method of Clause 4,
wherein the second label stack comprises a first label
associated with the outermost FEC of the FEC stack
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that identifies the first device and a second label as-
sociated with the outermost FEC of the updated FEC
stack that identifies the second device.
Clause 6. The method of any preceding Clause,
wherein the MPLS connectivity request packet com-
prises an MPLS echo request packet, and
wherein the MPLS connectivity response packet
comprises an MPLS echo reply packet.
Clause 7. The method of any preceding Clause,
wherein the segment routing LSP comprises an in-
ter-domain segment routing LSP, the method further
comprising:
receiving, by the ingress device, the segment routing
label stack from a controller.
Clause 8. The method of any preceding Clause,
wherein the segment routing LSP comprises an in-
ter-autonomous system (inter-AS) segment routing
LSP, the method further comprising:
receiving, by the ingress device, the segment routing
label stack from a controller.
Clause 9. An ingress device of a segment routing
label switched path (LSP) comprising:
one or more processors operably coupled to a mem-
ory, wherein the one or more processors are config-
ured to:

in response to a request to verify connectivity of
the segment routing LSP, configure a forwarding
equivalence class (FEC) stack specifying a
stack of segment routing labels for the segment
routing LSP, wherein the FEC stack comprises
information identifying one or more devices op-
erating as segment endpoints along the seg-
ment routing LSP; and
for each of the one or more devices identified
from the FEC stack:

generate a respective Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) connectivity request
packet for a respective device of the one or
more devices, wherein the respective de-
vice is identified from an outermost FEC of
the FEC stack;
send the MPLS connectivity request packet
to the respective device;
receive, from the respective device, an
MPLS connectivity response packet that
verifies connectivity of the respective device
for the segment routing LSP; and
in response to receiving the MPLS connec-
tivity response packet, update the FEC
stack by removing the outermost FEC of the
FEC stack that identifies the respective de-
vice.

Clause 10. The ingress device of Clause 9,
wherein the one or more devices of the segment rout-
ing LSP comprises a first device and a second de-

vice,
wherein the FEC stack comprises the outermost
FEC the first device and a subsequent FEC identi-
fying the second device,
where, to generate the respective MPLS connectivity
request packet, the one or more processors are fur-
ther configured to generate a first MPLS connectivity
request packet including the FEC stack and a first
label stack to steer the first MPLS connectivity re-
quest packet to the first device,
wherein, to send the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices, the one or more processors are further con-
figured to send the first MPLS connectivity request
packet to the first device,
wherein, to receive the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP, the one or more
processors are further configured receive a first
MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies
connectivity of the first device for the segment routing
LSP, and
wherein, to update the FEC stack, the one or more
processors are further configured to update the FEC
stack by removing the outermost FEC of the FEC
stack that identifies the first device, which causes
the subsequent FEC to become the outermost FEC
of the updated FEC stack.
Clause 11. The ingress device of Clause 10,
wherein the first label stack comprises a label asso-
ciated with the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the first device.
Clause 12. The ingress device of Clause 10,
wherein, to generate the respective MPLS connec-
tivity request packet, the one or more processors are
further configured to generate a second MPLS con-
nectivity request packet including the updated FEC
stack and a second label stack to steer the second
MPLS connectivity request packet to the second de-
vice,
wherein, to send the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices, the one or more processors are further con-
figured to send the second MPLS connectivity re-
quest packet to the second device,
wherein, to receive the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP, the one or more
processors are further configured to receive a sec-
ond MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies
connectivity of the second device for the segment
routing LSP, and
wherein, to update the FEC stack, the one or more
processors are further configured to update the up-
dated FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC of
the updated FEC stack that identifies the second de-
vice.
Clause 13. The ingress device of any one of Clauses
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9 to 12,
wherein the MPLS connectivity request packet com-
prises an MPLS echo request packet, and
wherein the MPLS connectivity response packet
comprises an MPLS echo reply packet.
Clause 14. The ingress device of any one of Clauses
9 to 13, wherein the segment routing LSP comprises
an inter-domain segment routing LSP, wherein the
one or more processors are further configured to:
receive the segment routing label stack from a con-
troller.
Clause 15. The ingress device of any one of Clauses
9 to 14, wherein the segment routing LSP comprises
an inter-autonomous system (inter-AS) segment
routing LSP, wherein the one or more processors
are further configured to:
receive the segment routing label stack from a con-
troller.
Clause 16. A transitory or non-transitory computer-
readable medium comprising instructions for caus-
ing one or more programmable processors of an in-
gress device to:

in response to a request to verify connectivity of
a segment routing label switched path (LSP),
configure a forwarding equivalence class (FEC)
stack specifying a stack of segment routing la-
bels for the segment routing LSP, wherein the
FEC stack comprises information identifying
one or more devices operating as segment end-
points along the segment routing LSP; and
for each of the one or more devices identified
from the FEC stack:

generate a respective Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) connectivity request
packet for a respective device of the one or
more devices, wherein the respective de-
vice is identified from an outermost FEC of
the FEC stack;
send the MPLS connectivity request packet
to the respective device;
receive, from the respective device, an
MPLS connectivity response packet that
verifies connectivity of the respective device
for the segment routing LSP; and
in response to receiving the MPLS connec-
tivity response packet, update the FEC
stack by removing the outermost FEC of the
FEC stack that identifies the respective de-
vice.

Clause 17. The computer-readable medium of
Clause 16,
wherein the one or more devices of the segment rout-
ing LSP comprises a first device and a second de-
vice,
wherein the FEC stack comprises the outermost

FEC identifying the first device and a subsequent
FEC information identifying the second device,
where, to generate the respective MPLS connectivity
request packet, the one or more processors are fur-
ther configured to generate a first MPLS connectivity
request packet including the FEC stack and a first
label stack to steer the first MPLS connectivity re-
quest packet to the first device,
wherein, to send the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices, the one or more processors are further con-
figured to send the first MPLS connectivity request
packet to the first device,
wherein, to receive the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP, the one or more
processors are further configured receive a first
MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies
connectivity of the first device for the segment routing
LSP, and
wherein, to update the FEC stack, the one or more
processors are further configured to update the FEC
stack by removing the outermost FEC of the FEC
stack that identifies the first device, wherein the up-
dated FEC stack includes an outermost FEC of the
updated FEC stack that identifies the second device.
Clause 18. The computer readable medium of
Clause 17,
wherein the first label stack comprises a label asso-
ciated with the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the first device.
Clause 19. The computer readable medium of
Clause 17,
wherein, to generate the respective MPLS connec-
tivity request packet, the one or more processors are
further configured to generate a second MPLS con-
nectivity request packet including the updated FEC
stack and a second label stack to steer the second
MPLS connectivity request packet to the second de-
vice,
wherein, to send the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices, the one or more processors are further con-
figured to send the second MPLS connectivity re-
quest packet to the second device,
wherein, to receive the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP, the one or more
processors are further configured to receive a sec-
ond MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies
connectivity of the second device for the segment
routing LSP, and
wherein, to update the FEC stack, the one or more
processors are further configured to update the up-
dated FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC
information of the updated FEC stack that identifies
the second device.
Clause 20. The computer readable medium of
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Clause 17, 18 or 19,
wherein the MPLS connectivity request packet com-
prises an MPLS echo request packet, and
wherein the MPLS connectivity response packet
comprises an MPLS echo reply packet.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

in response to a request to verify connectivity of
a segment routing label switched path (LSP),
configuring, by an ingress device of the segment
routing LSP, a forwarding equivalence class
(FEC) stack specifying a stack of segment rout-
ing labels for the segment routing LSP, wherein
the FEC stack comprises information identifying
one or more devices operating as segment end-
points along the segment routing LSP to be val-
idated; and
for each of the one or more devices identified
from the FEC stack:

generating, by the ingress device, a respec-
tive Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
connectivity request packet for a respective
device of the one or more devices, wherein
the respective device is identified from an
outermost FEC of the FEC stack;
sending, by the ingress device, the MPLS
connectivity request packet to the respec-
tive device;
receiving, by the ingress device and from
the respective device, an MPLS connectiv-
ity response packet that verifies connectiv-
ity of the respective device for the segment
routing LSP; and
in response to receiving the MPLS connec-
tivity response packet, updating, by the in-
gress device, the FEC stack by removing
the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the respective device.

2. The method of claim 1,
wherein the one or more devices of the segment rout-
ing LSP comprises a first device and a second de-
vice,
wherein the FEC stack comprises the outermost
FEC identifying the first device and subsequent FEC
identifying the second device,
wherein generating the respective MPLS connectiv-
ity request packet comprises generating a first MPLS
connectivity request packet including the FEC stack
and a first label stack to steer the first MPLS con-
nectivity request packet to the first device,
wherein sending the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more

devices comprises sending the first MPLS connec-
tivity request packet to the first device,
wherein receiving the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP comprises receiv-
ing a first MPLS connectivity response packet that
verifies connectivity of the first device for the seg-
ment routing LSP, and
wherein updating the FEC stack comprises updating
the FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC of
the FEC stack that identifies the first device, which
causes the subsequent FEC to become the outer-
most FEC of the updated FEC stack.

3. The method of claim 2,
wherein the first label stack comprises a label asso-
ciated with the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the first device.

4. The method of claim 2,
wherein generating the respective MPLS connectiv-
ity request packet comprises generating a second
MPLS connectivity request packet including the up-
dated FEC stack and a second label stack to steer
the second MPLS connectivity request packet to the
second device,
wherein sending the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices comprises sending the second MPLS con-
nectivity request packet to the second device,
wherein receiving the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP comprises receiv-
ing a second MPLS connectivity response packet
that verifies connectivity of the second device for the
segment routing LSP, and
wherein updating the FEC stack comprises updating
the updated FEC stack by removing the outermost
FEC of the updated FEC stack that identifies the sec-
ond device.

5. The method of claim 4,
wherein the second label stack comprises a first label
associated with the outermost FEC of the FEC stack
that identifies the first device and a second label as-
sociated with the outermost FEC of the updated FEC
stack that identifies the second device.

6. The method of any one of claims 1-5,
wherein the MPLS connectivity request packet com-
prises an MPLS echo request packet, and wherein
the MPLS connectivity response packet comprises
an MPLS echo reply packet.

7. The method of any one of claims 1-6, wherein the
segment routing LSP comprises an inter-domain
segment routing LSP, the method further compris-
ing:
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receiving, by the ingress device, the segment routing
label stack from a controller.

8. The method of any one of claims 1-6, wherein the
segment routing LSP comprises an inter-autono-
mous system (inter-AS) segment routing LSP, the
method further comprising:
receiving, by the ingress device, the segment routing
label stack from a controller.

9. An ingress device of a segment routing label
switched path (LSP) comprising:
one or more processors operably coupled to a mem-
ory, wherein the one or more processors are config-
ured to:

in response to a request to verify connectivity of
the segment routing LSP, configure a forwarding
equivalence class (FEC) stack specifying a
stack of segment routing labels for the segment
routing LSP, wherein the FEC stack comprises
information identifying one or more devices op-
erating as segment endpoints along the seg-
ment routing LSP; and
for each of the one or more devices identified
from the FEC stack:

generate a respective Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) connectivity request
packet for a respective device of the one or
more devices, wherein the respective de-
vice is identified from an outermost FEC of
the FEC stack;
send the MPLS connectivity request packet
to the respective device;
receive, from the respective device, an
MPLS connectivity response packet that
verifies connectivity of the respective device
for the segment routing LSP; and
in response to receiving the MPLS connec-
tivity response packet, update the FEC
stack by removing the outermost FEC of the
FEC stack that identifies the respective de-
vice.

10. The ingress device of claim 9,
wherein the one or more devices of the segment rout-
ing LSP comprises a first device and a second de-
vice,
wherein the FEC stack comprises the outermost
FEC the first device and a subsequent FEC identi-
fying the second device,
where, to generate the respective MPLS connectivity
request packet, the one or more processors are fur-
ther configured to generate a first MPLS connectivity
request packet including the FEC stack and a first
label stack to steer the first MPLS connectivity re-
quest packet to the first device,

wherein, to send the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices, the one or more processors are further con-
figured to send the first MPLS connectivity request
packet to the first device,
wherein, to receive the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP, the one or more
processors are further configured receive a first
MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies
connectivity of the first device for the segment routing
LSP, and
wherein, to update the FEC stack, the one or more
processors are further configured to update the FEC
stack by removing the outermost FEC of the FEC
stack that identifies the first device, which causes
the subsequent FEC to become the outermost FEC
of the updated FEC stack.

11. The ingress device of claim 10,
wherein the first label stack comprises a label asso-
ciated with the outermost FEC of the FEC stack that
identifies the first device.

12. The ingress device of claim 10,
wherein, to generate the respective MPLS connec-
tivity request packet, the one or more processors are
further configured to generate a second MPLS con-
nectivity request packet including the updated FEC
stack and a second label stack to steer the second
MPLS connectivity request packet to the second de-
vice,
wherein, to send the MPLS connectivity request
packet to the respective device of the one or more
devices, the one or more processors are further con-
figured to send the second MPLS connectivity re-
quest packet to the second device,
wherein, to receive the MPLS connectivity response
packet that verifies connectivity of the respective de-
vice for the segment routing LSP, the one or more
processors are further configured to receive a sec-
ond MPLS connectivity response packet that verifies
connectivity of the second device for the segment
routing LSP, and
wherein, to update the FEC stack, the one or more
processors are further configured to update the up-
dated FEC stack by removing the outermost FEC of
the updated FEC stack that identifies the second de-
vice.

13. The ingress device of any one of claims 9-12, where-
in the segment routing LSP comprises an inter-do-
main segment routing LSP, wherein the one or more
processors are further configured to:
receive the segment routing label stack from a con-
troller.

14. The ingress device of any one of claims 9-12, where-
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in the segment routing LSP comprises an inter-au-
tonomous system (inter-AS) segment routing LSP,
wherein the one or more processors are further con-
figured to:
receive the segment routing label stack from a con-
troller.

15. A computer-readable medium encoded with instruc-
tions for causing one or more programmable proc-
essors to perform the method recited by any one of
claims 1-8.
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